
MORE THAN 17 YEARS EXPERIENCE! 

The Company gained its first experience in road construction in 2004. A small regional company had several 
dozen employees and a small number of equipment. But, step by step, a group of enthusiasts has built a 
national-scale company that the country can be proud of. 

The secret to AUTOMAGISTRAL - PIVDEN success is in its team. This is our largest and valuable ‘asset’. We 
invest in talented specialists, cooperate with leading educational institutions, and open up possibilities of 
rapid career growth for young, ambitious managers. Thanks to their energy, willingness to introduce new 
technologies, and search for the most effective management models and solutions, the Company is 
developing very dynamically. The AUTOMAGISTRAL - PIVDEN brand is not associated with only a guarantee 
of quality and reliability. 

We manifest that a company established in Ukraine can compete on equal terms with leading international 
contractors. 

Automagistral-pivden is a world-class infrastructure company 

Automagistral-Pivden is without exaggeration the most important infrastructure projects of Ukraine within 
the last decade. 

Among our achievements is the construction of the Dniester PSP – the largest hydraulic facility in Europe. 
Construction of the airfield of the international airport of Odesa, which is the tourist center of the country. 
Creation of a completely new highway between Kyiv and Dnipro – the industrial heart of the country. And 
thousands of other great and important objects. 

In total, the company has implemented more than 400 infrastructure projects. It has built and restored 
more than 5 thousand kilometers of Ukrainian highways, restored and built more than 150 bridges. It 
produced more than 10 million tons of asphalt concrete, of which more than 4 million tons in 2021. 

In recent years, Automagistral-Pivden has been the undisputed leader in Ukraine's infrastructure industry. 
We have 25 bases and 18 modern asphalt concrete mixing plants. More than 2.5 thousand units of 
equipment. Almost 7,000 employees. 

The company is number one not only in terms of activity scale. Automagistral-Pivden  is a leader in the 
introduction of innovative technologies, leveraging of advanced equipment and engineering solutions. We 
have created a state-of-the-art quality control system – our own research center. The Highway-South 
company corporate standards meet international standards. 

We not only design and construct, but also maintain: the maintenance network covers more than 7,000 km 
of roads. 

With the start of the war in Ukraine, the company was forced to temporarily suspend production activities 
except for maintenance. At the same time, Automagistral-Pivden  managed to preserve its material and 
technical base and human resources. Machinery and equipment were timely evacuated from the regions 
where the fighting is taking place. The company continues to financially support the majority of staff, the 
management structure remains clear and efficient. 

The company is now completely ready to implement infrastructure projects of any complexity outside 
Ukraine. We have extensive experience in the construction of road infrastructure and bridges, airfield 
complexes, hydraulic structures. We have experienced, motivated, high-quality specialists, modern 
equipment and a great desire to make Automagistral-Pivden a recognized world-class brand. 
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